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Abstract

This article presents a case study on the experimental co-creation process of a digital platform supporting Sustainable Public Food Procurement (SPFP) in public kindergartens in a medium-sized city in Poland. The organisation of SPFP requires a dedicated technological infrastructure to ensure the information flow among food producers, kindergarten employees, children and parents. To this end, a digital platform was designed to enable contact, assessment of food quality and food procurement environmental impact, and the communication of needs and problems among all the actors involved in the food procurement system for kindergartens. The article also
discusses the results of the field research and the method of Urban Living Labs, highlighting the key challenges faced by those seeking to combine knowledge about food and the natural environment with public food procurement. The principal difficulties include the availability, accessibility and possible application of data on the environmental costs of food production, the individualisation of needs and motivations related to public catering in educational facilities, and the specific nature of the public sector responsible for public food procurement.
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Introduction
This article presents critical findings from a process of building sustainable public food procurement at a local level. This seemingly simple image of a balanced meal that we tried to create in a kindergarten canteen represents the complex social processes of mediation among food, technology, people and a local community.

As a team of specialists in food studies, participatory action research, data gathering and visualisation, we used a digital platform of knowledge exchange to initiate discussion on the potential effects and possibilities of greening the public food procurement system in Słupsk's kindergartens. Together with local residents and officials, we applied the ULL method to develop a space for the collection and exchange of knowledge about food.

The aim of this article was to present an analysis of the results of a social experiment conducted in two kindergartens in Słupsk, a medium-sized city in Poland, and to show the possibilities and limitations of using participatory processes, digital communication and knowledge sharing tools to create sustainable public food systems.

Sustainable Public Food Procurement
The theoretical axis for this article is underpinned by the concept of sustainable public food procurement (SPFP). The European Commission defines it as a process in which ‘public authorities seek to purchase goods, services and works with a reduced environmental impact throughout their life-cycle compared to goods, services and works with the same primary function which would otherwise be procured’ (https://ec.europa.eu/environment/gpp/versus_en.htm). This approach provides the public sector with an opportunity to find a balance between the economic efficiency of procurement and social and environmental sustainability when ordering and distributing goods such as food (Morgan 2008; Morley 2021).

Food plays a unique role in public procurement. It involves a critical procurement market for key institutions, such as kindergartens, schools, hospitals and other social institutions (Kevin & Morley 2014; Schutter et al. 2021). If designed carefully (i.e. with a focus on sustainable innovation), this market could serve as one of the supporting elements of a sustainable food system on a local or even larger scale. This could be achieved with the support of local producers by considering non-economic factors in the procurement guidelines, such as a carbon footprint, production of greenhouse gases, and methods of food processing and transportation. SPFP could also be used as an effective tool to build relationships among local authorities, food producers and consumers. Raising social awareness of the linkages between food and the natural environment is another important aspect of SPFP-based systems (Jones 2021). Its potential lies in the fact that SPFP extends beyond education and the activity of individual organisations. It would seek to be a catalyst for change by tapping into the market power of the public sector, and would be capable of shaping market behaviour through the size and stability of the procurement orders (Kevin & Morley 2016; Knutsson & Thomasson 2014).
Broadly defined, SPFP is a system of political tools intended to distribute sustainable food, support individual family farms, enable access to high-quality food to large groups of consumers, and implement sustainable development policies (Parsons & Barling 2022). It involves combining the top-down activities and development policies managed by public actors with the activities of individual farms, independent food processors and consumers. The important elements of SPFP worth exploring are outlined below:

1. Mode of governance: This is defined as a system of management and decision-making related to costs, decision-making methods, expected goals, and the division of responsibilities and roles.

2. Production, consumption and procurement practices: These are related to the available food production and processing methods, consumer expectations and behaviour, as well as food distribution and transport networks. SPFP systems are frequently based on short food-supply chains (SFSC) connecting local farmers and food processors with consumers, which have been recognised to offer an opportunity to develop sustainable local production and consumption (Galli & Brunori 2013).

3. Procurement infrastructure: This requires legal standards, regulations, available technological solutions, warehousing, storage, transport, and processing capabilities to manage the food supply chain. The importance of this component extends beyond mere legislative or technical frameworks. SPFP refers not only to the processing plants, warehouses and canteens, but also an ordering system and interactions between suppliers and consumers. This is where the formal infrastructure of the local procurement system blends, more or less, with the informal one that is more open and more focused on communication.

4. Relationships among SPFP actors: SPFP systems attract entire constellations of social networks connecting food producers, consumers, and intermediaries such as local government authorities, public institutions and catering companies. Points of contact may be varied. They may include direct contact between consumers and producers or be mediated by institutions responsible for the organisation of food procurement or distribution (e.g. school canteens).

SPFP is not limited to procurement and production procedures and technologies, but also has a social function. Its very nature requires interaction between actors operating in different areas and at different levels of local communities. It creates an institutionalised relationship between rural and urban areas, and among producers, officials, consumers, institutions and citizens.

According to Adrian Morley (2021), modern public procurement is essentially a democratically controlled process, and on the other hand is managed by the public sector, which moderates the relationship between production/supply and the social expectations of citizens. SPFP engages actors and becomes a platform for the socially embedded processes of knowledge co-creation – through communities of practice – and is limited by the space of a given community (Bleda & Chicot 2020; Uyarra et al. 2017; Walker & Brammer 2012). It provides an anchoring effect – a discussion space or a base that offers tools for social innovation governance (Felt & Fochler 2011). If it is to meet its objectives, SPFP cannot focus solely on the technical aspects of food production, but must enable discourse and activate engagement mechanisms, co-creation of knowledge, control and more generally, social governance of change. It should also be in line with the broadly defined Sustainable Development Goals, which, besides access to high-quality food, also call for increased transparency and greater influence of individuals on the food system (Preuss 2009; Prier et al. 2016).

This is hardly a simple process. Numerous problems have been highlighted regarding the legal framework, its impact on economic efficiency, the lack of management skills in the public sector, and its reluctance to take risks and implement actions beyond the existing, long-established and rather bureaucratic procedures (Eikelboom et al. 2018; Uyarra et al. 2014; Wahlen et al. 2012). Roberta Sonnino has described
the challenges faced by SPFP. While discussing the role of inclusivity, integrated character and the
dynamics of the entire process, she also stresses the importance of its perception, organisational skills
and the technological solutions behind the initiative (Sonnino 2009; Sonnino et al. 2014; Sonino 2021).
Organisation and facilitation of knowledge flows are emerging as critical elements in ensuring the open
character of SPFP.

Given the aforementioned points, the tools used to manage such a network assume much significance.
These tools can be based on norms and contracts, leaving no space for the activity of community members.
They can also use more complex ways of building relationships among producers, network organisers and
consumers. The growing popularity of digital technologies for SPFP is an interesting phenomenon (Lulio
& Kovacs 2014). The use of shopping platforms, social media, dedicated applications and instant messaging
carries a new dissemination potential, as well as new challenges in connecting food and community with
digital worlds (Collison et al. 2019). Besides organising deliveries and reducing the significance of physical
distance, the digital nature of the new tools contributes to the distribution of knowledge about food, its
origin, and the environmental impact of its production. The use of digital tools allows the food value chain
to meet within one foodscape, while showing how food supply (food security) connects to other vital
processes in the community.

This further complicates the already complex sustainable food systems that connect the local (tacit)
knowledge of food producers and processors with the knowledge of experts operating at different levels
(Fonte 2008; Fonte & Papadopoulos 2016). The latter is highlighted in the analyses of popular programs for
distributing local food to school canteens. Researchers highlight the importance of planning and personal
relationships in the process of creating and consolidating SPFP (Triches et al. 2021), as well as improving
food literacy regarding the importance of environmental and social costs in various types of food networks
(Mikkelsen 2020).

SPFP and its interfaces become particularly important in food procurement systems for educational
institutions, such as schools and kindergartens. They are the places where the habits, interests and exclusions
of parents, children, public institutions and entrepreneurs can mix, and where there is a strong focus on
public policies to educate and develop good eating practices by linking the activities of farmers and food
processors with those of children (Dyg & Mikkelsen 2017).

On the other hand, kindergarten and school foodscape can also be problematic (Boni 2014; 2015; 2018;
Haden 2006; Hansen & Kristensen 2017, Harman et al. 2018). They carry the element of power relations,
pressure, and frequently one-sided communication, and promote class-based nutrition standards. In this
sense, the kindergarten canteen is a complex space of power, interests and influence, which can strengthen
the local food system but exclude those whose eating practices do not conform to socially acceptable
standards (Warin 2011). Hence, given its potential, SPFP is such a sensitive mechanism that it deserves
attention. While offering the potential to localise activities, sustainable development goals, and community
wellbeing (for example through its ability to strengthen local economic systems, choose solutions with the
lowest environmental impact and improve the quality and value of the menu), it ventures beyond legal
regulations to consciously shape the food flows, resources used, and relations among all actors involved
(Vicovaro et al. 2021). SPFP emerges as a platform for social relations and dissemination of knowledge. This
seemingly simple image of a balanced meal in a kindergarten canteen represents complex social processes of
mediation among food, technology, people, and the local community.

Methodology
This article analyses an experiment, a social innovation, within which we developed SPFP-dedicated
interfaces as part of socio-technological solutions. The experiment was conducted in Słupsk, a mid-sized city
in Poland, where two public kindergartens served as the testing ground. The strengthening of the relations and the visibility of interdependencies among the actors of the local food system was to be achieved through a socio-technological tool, the task being to create a conversation space for food producers, the city, kindergarten staff, parents and children in Słupsk. The experiment was expected to trigger processes of knowledge co-creation concerning the sustainable impact of a locally functioning public food system.

**URBAN LIVING LAB AS AN EXPERIMENT**

The complexity of SFPF systems requires an approach that integrates knowledge and methods from different disciplines and actors involved in creating sustainable local food systems. Such methods can be developed in the form of ULLs, as an experimental governance approach (Voytenko Palgan et al. 2016). We used the ULL method to conduct our experiment.

According to McCormick and Hartmann (2017), Urban Living Labs can be considered both as an arena (geographically or institutionally bounded spaces), and as an approach for intentional collaborative experimentation by researchers, citizens, companies and local governments. Consequently, they provide a methodology and an environment for social and technical innovations (Veeckman et al. 2013). In practice, the ULLs use collaborative activities to test new approaches to the identification of problems and potential solutions, based on the needs of stakeholders and dispersed knowledge of actors other than the principal urban institutions. Consequently, the ULLs provide a framework to conduct an open and experimental process, analyse its results, and use the latter to permanently change certain aspects of the city’s functioning (Darikowska et al. 2022). Rather than focus specifically on defining the solutions, the ULL process provides for their implementation on a micro-scale, evaluation and re-implementation, to enable the replication of the developed methods in other environments (Steen & van Bueren 2017).

1. The first stage in the ULL process, the initiation phase, focuses on the diagnosis and definition of the problem or challenge at hand and coming up with an innovative idea on how to respond to it and engage the necessary stakeholders.

2. In the subsequent stages, the implementation and testing of the innovation, stakeholders co-create their vision and agree on the direction in which the solution will be developed and the manner of its implementation. They are also involved in the test implementation and the ultimate implementation of the innovation in the real environment.

3. The final stage of the ULL process, the evaluation and replication planning, involves a joint evaluation of the functioning and implementation of the innovation to verify whether the intended aims and objectives have been achieved, how much the innovation has contributed to solving the original problem or challenge, and how it can be further developed.

The ULL approach does not determine the research techniques or tools used to maintain the involvement and cooperation of stakeholders, search for solutions, or manage and evaluate the implemented innovation. Researchers using this approach have a lot of freedom in choosing tools to work with stakeholders. The ULL method is part of an alternative research paradigm (the concept of ‘Mode 2 Science’, e.g. Gibbons 2000; Gustafsson 2013) that transforms the relationship between research and practice, science and society, making it the primary activity of researchers in establishing cooperative relationships to solve real-life problems. In this approach, researchers share the knowledge provision task with other stakeholders. Besides observation and analysis, it is also their role to initiate and catalyse the process of knowledge co-creation among stakeholders to develop solutions together (Laborgne et al. 2021). Hence, the ULL approach is based on a variety of workshop techniques complemented by research methods.
THE URBAN LIVING LAB IN SŁUPSK

As mentioned earlier, the experiment was conducted in two public kindergartens in Słupsk between 2019 and 2022. Taking the general ULL methodology as a starting point, the design of a digital tool to support food information exchange and food system management in Słupsk's kindergartens was a multi-stage process. Its specific components are described in the diagram below (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Local experiment – the co-creation of the food knowledge exchange platform. Source: Developed by the authors.

THE INITIATION PHASE

The process started with the build-up of general interest in the topic of sustainable food at Słupsk's educational institutions and the collection of data about the city's food management system. Then we conducted an online survey among parents of children from primary schools, kindergartens and nurseries. Data was collected through a total of 192 questionnaires. The study was not representative. Educational institutions, primarily city kindergartens and nurseries, helped us reach the respondents using their communication channels with parents. The survey aimed to explore the field and understand civic stakeholders' needs and expectations regarding child nutrition in educational institutions.

THE IMPLEMENTATION PHASE

The next stage of the experiment was to design, test and evaluate a dedicated digital tool for the exchange of knowledge on food in kindergartens.

Using the ULL approach, we managed to implement the following:

1. **IT tool design** as part of Workshop 1. This workshop was attended by 14 participants: three mothers, a representative from a non-governmental organisation (NGO), three representatives from...
public nurseries, one representative from a public kindergarten, and six representatives from other public food procurement institutions. This workshop was organised to (a) identify the priorities related to the public food system and how to obtain information thereon, and (b) collect opinions about and determine the need for the information technology (IT) tool to be designed as part of the project. The focus of the group activities facilitated during the workshop was on the following two objectives: (a) gain an in-depth understanding of the problems concerning food procurement in Ślupsk and (b) formulate a vision for the food system in Ślupsk, define the needs regarding food in the city, and develop solutions for the IT tool that would address these needs.

2. The **IT tool testing** involved a group of 14 parents from two public kindergartens, and the **IT tool evaluation** was part of Workshop 2, attended by 17 participants: two directors of public kindergartens, three representatives from the Ślupsk City Hall and 12 parents. At this stage of the ULL process, we worked closely with two public kindergartens interested in testing the digital tool in return for their experience-sharing concerning public food in their institutions, along with relevant inputs from the participating parents. This workshop enabled us to evaluate the IT tool in terms of its usability, the validity of the collected data and technical solutions, and the tool’s possible future use in Ślupsk’s kindergartens and by parents. This workshop included group work (wherein the participants were given assignments to learn how to operate the IT tool) and discussions on the participants’ takeaway lessons from the group assignments.

**THE EVALUATION AND REPLICATION PLANNING PHASE**

Besides the analysis and summary in the form of a report, the project results were processed using various workshop techniques. The process of the SPFP local experiment in Ślupsk’s kindergartens concluded with a **roundtable meeting**. As the group of decision-making stakeholders, we discussed how the experience from our project and the constructed IT tool could be employed for the development of the SPFP policy in Ślupsk, and explored the possibility of permanent implementation of the IT tool in Ślupsk’s kindergartens.

Our most important findings, based on the data collected during the experiment, are presented in the results section.

**Results**

**THE INITIATION PHASE RESULTS: THE DIAGNOSIS AND EXPECTATIONS OF THE FOOD SYSTEMS IN THE KINDERGARTENS**

There are 20 public kindergartens in Ślupsk. They operate a loosely connected system of public food catering (each kindergarten orders and purchases food individually), which is financially and organisationally supported by the local authorities. All kindergartens but one have their own kitchens, so food is prepared on-site. Though kindergartens have some freedom in the choice of the products they buy, in practice, they largely use the same providers. In most cases, the purchase is primarily determined by product availability, price and nutritional value. Local produce is served only rarely, while organic (certified) or fair-trade food is hardly ever available to the children. Kindergartens do not buy food from supermarkets, preferring the local wholesale distributors. Local products are most often purchased in spring and summer, in the form of fruits and juices from local orchards or fish directly purchased from local wholesalers. In 2015, some changes were attempted in Ślupsk’s kindergartens, as part of the educational project ‘Fashion for Healthy Food’ (in Polish: **Moda na zdrową żywność**). The activities, implemented in collaboration with the Ślupsk City Hall and kindergartens, aimed to promote local and organic food and the principles of healthy eating. Part of the food-related practices introduced under this initiative continue to this day.
Communication with the parents in kindergartens and their contribution to the menu is limited to informal conversations with them or ideas provided by the parents and children during their daily interactions with the kindergarten staff. All specific dietary requirements for children are complied with. Nevertheless, food is not a topic of a broader, deliberate and more organised debate with the parents; nor does it prompt a discussion about the role of local food in economic systems or the impact of the local food production and distribution system on the environment.

The survey among the parents and the workshop meeting conducted during the initiation phase of the ULL process helped us ascertain the specific character of attitudes and expectations regarding food in kindergartens. We were interested in issues related to the perceived quality of food in educational institutions, the importance of the criterion of local and organic food, and expectations regarding food access data in kindergartens. The data obtained in the process was to serve as the starting point for developing a technological solution to the environmental aspects of food in kindergartens and to make apparent the relevant linkages to the local food system.

Meals served to children in educational institutions were analysed in terms of characteristics sought by parents. The primary finding was that food in kindergartens was an important topic for parents: 81% of our respondents were interested in what children ate in kindergarten, and for 30%, whose children attended kindergarten, the quality of food was one of the most important aspects when choosing the facility. Interestingly, a similar number of respondents indicated their intention to consider this aspect if they had access to such information. Parents listed the menu, detailed meal composition, source of food products, and information about allergens as the most significant information for them about the food served in educational facilities (see Figure 2 below). Concerning expectations regarding food, parents indicated:

- healthy (84% of responses), varied (65%) and tasty (52%) meals as the most important characteristics;
- nutritious (37%) meals adapted to the child’s age (31%) as an important feature; and
- organic (10%), and cheap meals prepared from local produce (7%) as the least important characteristics of food served in the kindergarten.

For parents, food safety was a top priority. Besides a small group of progressive parents, most respondents did not recognise the significance of aspects related to food sustainability. The ecological nature of food production, the environmental footprint, and fair profit sharing proved to be secondary to food safety, taste and nutritional value.

This did not rule out space for the introduction of SPFP mechanisms in the kindergartens studied. In the following questions, respondents were asked to refer to the characteristics expected of a food distribution system in the local community. The majority of respondents indicated that the produce used in the meals prepared in kindergartens should be organic (although not necessarily certified) and purchased locally. The requirement for improved quality of meals served in educational institutions was correlated with the quality of food products and their local origin. In other words, parents believed in improving the quality of nutrition in the facility attended by their children by increasing the nutritional value of food and relying on local produce. Among the respondents convinced of the latter, most indicated healthy and varied meals as the most important characteristics.

The problem diagnosed by both parents and kindergarten employees concerned the ways of communication and the transfer of food-related knowledge among kindergartens, parents and their children. Representatives of kindergartens wanted parents to have better access to information about food served to children. From their viewpoint, greater data accessibility would strengthen the credibility of the institutions and perhaps also facilitate the adoption of these practices by children’s families. Parents too had their expectations regarding food-related knowledge and communication in kindergartens (see Figure 2).
Concerning technology, the kindergartens included in the study already had various tools (websites, electronic communicators and specialist menu-making software). However, used principally for communication and knowledge exchange purposes, they were neither participatory nor a regular form of contact or information sharing. In most cases, kindergartens merely sent self-selected meal-related data. Parents had only a limited influence on this system. This status quo seemed to result from the highly technical nature of the infrastructure used by the public entities and local government for knowledge and data management.

Another obstacle was the clear institutionalisation of the participation processes initiated by the city and the general problem of involving citizens in the processes of data collection and use of non-expert knowledge as this would reflect negatively on the public food procurement systems. Technical and oriented towards control and regulation, they would leave no room for experimentation, and would engage a broader spectrum of actors in the process. What was needed was a two-way infrastructure, based on IT solutions, for management of knowledge about the city, including issues related to food. However, the City Hall, as the supervising body, realised the untapped potential of local producers. Organisationally, public institutions seemed capable of introducing changes, although the translation of these potentials into actual facilitation and organisational management of the food distribution system was missing so far. The focus was on the impact of food and nutrition on children’s health, with educational activities structured around it. The communication and environmental impacts of food had not yet been given much voice to public food procurement.

THE IMPLEMENTATION PHASE RESULTS: CONSTRUCTION OF THE IT TOOL TO SUPPORT SPFP

Knowledge of the local public food system, tools and technology used by management for communication with stakeholders, and expectations concerning food in kindergartens enabled us to move to the implementation phase. This was a participation-oriented and workshop-based process (Workshop 1) intended to co-design an IT tool (online platform) for communication and knowledge exchange regarding sustainable food procurement for selected kindergartens.
The results of Workshop 1 indicated the needs of stakeholders regarding the local food system, which were similar to those reported by parents in the survey questionnaire. The participants of Workshop 1 defined the following values (see Figure 3) as important to the local food system: food must be healthy and of local origin, and information about it must be verifiable. Access to local food emerged as an important aspect of supporting local producers and building a sense of local identity – ‘local food is good because it is ours’. However, doubts were raised about whether local food was indeed healthy and safe. Hence, the participants felt the need to control local producers and operate a verification system to ensure the quality of local market products.

Access to healthy food and verification of this knowledge also emerged as key topics during Workshop 1. Easy access to this information was reported by respondents as another important aspect, on par with the possibility of children and parents assessing meals as a form of data verification. As kindergarten children were too young to assess a meal, parents could do it only by proxy. At best, parents could monitor the nutritional value of the meal, based on the declared ingredients. Information about the ecological footprint of kindergarten food proved the least important.

How should the food system work in community institutions?

| Use high-quality products |
| Monitor the preparation of meals in kindergartens |
| Ensure greater variety of good products in school shops |
| Educate kindergarten staff and parents about healthy cooking |
| Greater influence of kindergarten management of product procurement and catering companies |
| Ensure greater city initiative in promotion and education of healthy food |
| Monitor the quantity of food eaten by children |

Figure 3. Collected needs related to food system operation in educational institutions determined by the participants in Workshop 1. Source: Developed by the authors.

At a particular stage in the workshop, the participants were asked to design a tool for communication and knowledge exchange on sustainable food in kindergartens. This phase was intended to define their expectations, technical functionalities and the scope of information provided by the IT tool. The participants proposed that the latter should contain:

- A database based on a map with information on local food and local food suppliers
- Information about the quality of food in local shops, markets and restaurants
- Information about places where people can leave food they do not need
- Data on food in kindergartens, e.g. menus, recipes, simple comparisons of food products (meat/fish/vegetables/fruit) and the quantities used per week/month/year, and transparency of the supply chain
- An educational section dedicated to healthy food
- A smartphone app as potential users would expect this tool.
The proposed functionalities of the IT tool would provide sufficient space and potential for co-creating knowledge about the local food system. For example, the database of local producers would be supplemented by citizens and the producers themselves in assessing local food, initiating food-sharing processes among citizens, exchanging recipes and information on healthy eating between educational institutions and citizens, as well as among citizens themselves. Using the collected data, the project partners responsible for the IT solutions developed tools for the collection and visualisation of food data in Słupsk’s kindergartens. A view of the data collection tool is shown in the graph below (Figure 4).

The following functions were available to respond to the needs expressed by the stakeholders:

- Information about meals served in the kindergarten (menu).
- Detailed information about the main products used in the preparation of meals (weight of the dish and main ingredients, calories, allergens, photo of the meal, the amount of waste generated during meal preparation, and the origin of the food – essential for our project purposes – labelled as local, regional, domestic and from abroad).
- Scoring of meals served in the kindergarten by children and parents.
- Map of local food producers, local wholesalers, and shops where kindergartens procure products, with an option for parents to add new vendors.
- Option for parents to share their ideas for meals – by adding photos and recipes.

The tool was supplemented by researchers with the relevant indices of sustainable food production and consumption, such as distance between the producer and the consumer, the local/national/global nature of the distribution network, the carbon and water footprints, and greenhouse gas emissions.

The data-gathering component of the tool was based on a graphical interface presenting the meal and detailed information thereof, a map to locate the places where kindergartens purchase food products, a graphical summary of meal assessments by parents, an analytical part for the visualisation of the carbon and water footprint, and the presentation of summary data sets. The view of the visualisation data tool is shown in the graph below (Figure 5). One of the most important elements of the tool for parents was the ability to assess the meals served in kindergartens. The resulting data was visualised using a simple system of star

---

**Figure 4.** Menu in local kindergartens and the database of local producers. Source: Developed by the authors.
and heart symbols. The ratings of parents and children, as well as the average scores, could be compared.
The tool also gathered information about perceived healthiness, apart from the sustainability of the meal, to emphasise the most important data.

The visualisation component (Cámara-Menoyo et al. 2022) displayed the data collected from the kindergartens and combined it with other data sources essential for sustainable community development, such as the water footprint and CO2 emissions, based on the ingredients' location. Products were assigned a category based on their place of production, i.e. local, regional or national (Poland), from Europe or from outside Europe.

Data collection proved to be a significant challenge and a difficult barrier to making the public food procurement system more aligned with sustainable community development. This was due to the difficulty in visualising the strong linkages between community, food and environment (more specifically), and how all of these are impacted by food choices. To make that possible, products were assigned a category based on their place of production: local, regional, domestic (Polish), from Europe, and from outside Europe. Consequently, the comparisons of products processed by kindergartens could serve as the springboard for a discussion about the introduction of more sustainable catering or educational material. Attention was also paid to the meal scores, a vital element in making decisions about possible food changes. The first was related to the specificity of a food system. Even relatively simple factors, such as food miles, carbon or water footprint, can turn out to be difficult to measure in practice. There was also a lack of knowledge and specific data on places of origin and exact food production, processing and transport methods. Consequently, we were forced to rely on general data on global production.

The experiment revealed that it was easiest to obtain this data from local or regional food producers, as both their attitude and manufacturing processes were more transparent. Eventually, several direct food providers were tracked down, while the trail of other food suppliers, such as local food wholesale distributors, bakeries and shops, was quickly lost.

There were also technical problems. During the testing phase, the participants pointed out that the data collection process was not automated. At the stage of tool construction and testing, it turned out that the new IT solution did not communicate automatically with the current software used in kindergartens.
Consequently, most of the work on data had to be carried out manually. This was one of the key reasons why representatives of kindergartens showed limited interest in further development of the tool and its potential for permanent implementation. Representatives of kindergartens felt uncomfortable about the tool being overtly open to feedback from parents and children. However, their major concern was that parents could seek changes in the child nutrition system, with which kindergartens may not be able to comply. Certain limitations were pointed out, arising from compliance with the internal rules and central legal regulations on child nutrition. Another potential risk related to the proposal to assess meals served in kindergartens. From the institutions’ perspective, it would be difficult to consider meal changes in response to negative assessments of the meals, due to their perceived nutritional value or children's tastes.

Another challenge during the implementation phase was the involvement of local food system stakeholders in the processes of kindergartens. The task that the kindergartens and parents faced at the initiation stage (i.e. participation in the survey) was specific, set in time and not difficult. Given the requirement of more advanced forms of cooperation and greater involvement (e.g. participation in workshops, ongoing work on tool testing and implementation), the stakeholders’ participation and enthusiasm in the process decreased. Eventually, we continued our work with two public kindergartens and a dozen or so parents. This situation might have been due partially to the lack of a broader discussion of food in the city and in kindergartens, and the limited experience of the local community and institutions with similar practices. Insufficient legitimacy of the process by the city authorities, who have an impact on decisions made by public kindergartens, was probably another negative factor. Possibly, the very specificity of the process made it even more difficult for them to become more involved. Its experimental nature, general framework and lack of any way of knowing the result may not have been a sufficiently transparent or comfortable decision-making structure for most people. Although it covers the fundamental values of participation processes, based on developing solutions in cooperation with stakeholders and in response to their needs, possibilities and resources, it can be a challenge for local communities.

THE EVALUATION AND REPPLICATION OF PLANNING PHASE RESULTS: A POTENTIAL FOR KNOWLEDGE-BASED DECISION-MAKING IN SPFP

Given the purpose of the experiment, it was important for us to evaluate the solutions for linking the community with food production and distribution. The data on the usability and functionality of the IT tool and the possibility of the latter’s future use in kindergartens in Słupsk was collected based on the IT tool’s evaluation with participants during Workshop 2 and the roundtable meeting. We thus obtained knowledge from the most important stakeholders in the experiment, who were directly involved in the activities and had an impact on decisions made by the city authorities and institutions.

The evaluation phase of the ULL process showed that parents were most interested in information from kindergartens (menus, detailed information about meals) and much less in the functionalities, allowing them to add information about local food producers or the meals prepared at home. This shows that users perceived the IT tool explicitly as a means of obtaining information, rather than sharing the information themselves. Initially, they focused on what constituted essential knowledge to them – the taste, quality and composition of the food. Food safety and the health of children in kindergartens were their priorities. Nevertheless, during the platform testing, we observed certain changes and the first signs of people focusing on the value of sustainable food systems. We thus assume that the hybridisation and creation of the SPFP system will be a long-term and gradual process. The platform attracts parents by allowing them to control meals served to children in kindergartens and, therefore, a feeling of safety. Parents start using the platform and, consequently, become involved in the cognitive process of knowledge exchange. The IT platform turns into a forum where parents, kindergarten staff, officials and food producers can learn about the complexity of the food chain, regardless of their initial motivations.
While the paramount status of knowledge about health and food safety remained beyond question, respondents highlighted the innovative input of the platform. Some directly expressed their surprise at the presented data – for example, carbon dioxide emissions for specific products. Some data worth presenting, according to the participants, concerned another environmental issue related to food – the amount of waste generated by leftovers after meals. This is an important factor, present in the public debate and consumer culture, to include in the tool. Playing the role of a gatekeeper, relevant information for consumers, producers and the public sector could be used to raise awareness of the linkages between food and the environmental costs of its production. The stakeholders recognised the potential for this IT tool in its possible future use. Users highlighted the role of the tool in increasing knowledge and raising residents’ awareness of food, and the possibility of creating local knowledge as a bottom-up movement, by adding information about local producers.

**Conclusion**

Our experiment aimed to use a digital platform for knowledge exchange to initiate a discussion about the potential effects and possibilities of greening the public food procurement system in Słupsk’s kindergartens. To this end, we applied the ULL method to develop, together with local residents and officials, a space for the collection and exchange of knowledge about food.

In the process, we identified primary challenges that may hinder or support the process of linking knowledge about food and the natural environment with the system of food ordering, preparation and distribution in public institutions:

1. Sustainable food systems cannot be limited to ensuring good quality, nutritional value and safety of food (all of which were crucial according to the stakeholders in our experiment). However, beyond onboarding these aspects, sustainable food systems must also ensure sustainable management of available resources, minimise the environmental costs of food production, and support the local economy. A strong consumer focus exclusively on health-related issues reduces the SPFP development potential and its impact on the local community. Even though food safety is a good starting point to inspire citizen participation, it took a lot of effort to expand our activities to include other aspects of food.

2. Our experiment showed the importance of technical design and data visualisation. The tool must be simple and user-friendly, and cannot generate an excessive workload for those responsible for platform management. Most importantly, the collection of data on meals must be automated. Graphic content also plays a crucial role. In our case, simple visualisations of environmental pollution made parents interested in food production costs, while photos of kindergarten meals inspired a discussion about food among parents.

3. Another important conclusion from our experiment was the necessity of having local entities and people managing the local community truly involved in the decision-making processes. Changes in the local system of sustainable food procurement must be preceded by work on the multilevel mode of community governance. The local community, its representatives and its institutions must join in the process. They should become an integral part of it and internalise the objectives of the activities.

The most important conclusion from our experiment concerns the fragility of the proposed solutions. Despite all limitations indicated at the individual stages of the process, what proved to be the biggest challenge was not the construction of the IT tool or securing the involvement of the parents and kindergarten representatives, but the consolidation of the experiment and the attempt to extend it beyond the timeframe of the project.
Engaging NGO and university activists, IT specialists, kindergarten staff, city officials and parents in the experimentation and co-creation process required complex, time-consuming and costly interventions, such as organising a series of workshops, having several meetings and putting in place a robust data collection system, not to mention the translation of decisions into the platform. In addition, the final form of the IT tool was just as much a product of technological limitations, food systems and their rules of operation, data (non)availability, public governance mode, and citizen profile. With all these constraints in mind, when designing a change based on socio-technological solutions, one needs to remember that it is not enough to create an efficient tool. Such a tool must always be adapted to the system capacity, the analysis of which should be a vital part of the design framework ab initio.
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